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Dear Wonderful, Creative You:
Fluid paint is an incredibly playful way to express your creativity, whether you
are brand new to art, or you are an experienced artist looking for a fresh approach.
I’m excited to share the playful, meditative qualities of these paints with you. I’ll talk
you through supplies, setup, prepping for mindful art making, and all my best tips
for Gluid painting on boards and larger papers. At the end of the workbook, you’ll
;ind a printable cheat sheet with tons of ideas with which you can experiment.
My best advice to you as you begin this amazing Gluid paint journey is to clear your
mind of all expectations, and give yourself permission to be present in the moment
as the paints dance on the page in front of you. This process can release you from
perfectionism and teach you about mindful curiosity. If you respect each art piece,
and resist the urge to push and dictate it, it will offer you so much in return. I
wish you much painty fun.
Creatively Yours,
Amy
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SUPPLY LIST and SETUP
PAINTING SURFACE CHOICES: (Pick one)
MIXED MEDIA PAPER: Mixed Media pad 11 x 14 I use the mixed media paper to cut
out my small “mini masterpieces” of 3 inches or less. It curls a bit when it’s very wet,
but I’ve always been able to manage and it Glattens as it dries.
MIXED MEDIA BOARD: Mixed Media Board, 8 x 10 - I use these boards for making larger
paintings. When you use less paint and more water on these boards, you should note that it
really soaks in and dries looking more like a background. I love to draw a picture or design
over these. When you create a base layer of paint, or use more paint and less water on the
board, you can build up a Glowing surface that shows off the bold, intense qualities of the
high Glow acrylics.
AQUABOARD: Aquaboard is another good choice when working with these paints. It keeps
the paint sitting on the surface of the boards and therefore requires less paint to maintain
the intense colors. On the downside, these boards are more pricey then the mixed media
board. I’ve just begun using them and so far I’m a huge fan.
*Be sure to remove your paper and boards from packaging when you set out all your
materials.

PAINTS:
PAINT: High Flow Liquid Acrylic Paint Set - Set out 2 - 5 paint colors (Before you
are ready to paint, be sure to remove protective tops from new paint, and dried paint
tops from old paint so that your colors are at the ready when you are.)
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• A Note About Paint Substitutions:
I have been working exclusively with the Golden High Flow Acrylic paints and can
only speak to how they work. A few people in my Fluid Art class are using acrylic
inks and report they work the same as high Glow paints. Many people also post
recipes online about how to mix your own high Glow acrylics.
OTHER MATERIALS:
BRUSH: Small round brush - This is part of a set of economic paint brushes that serve me
Gine for art journaling.
GLOVES: Latex Gloves OR Invisible Glove Cream. (Paints could be carcinogenic.)
PARCHMENT PAPER: I use the kind from my kitchen to put under the paper as I work and
also use a separate piece to hold Ginished paintings as they dry.
CUP OF WATER
SCISSORS AND RULER or Hole Punch for cutting mixed media paper into 3 - 5 inch squares
for your experiments. If you are cutting papers, be sure to do this as part of your prep so
that your painting session is just that, a painting session.
PAPER TOWELS or PAINTING RAG for cleaning up messes; I like Clorox wipes for paint
spills too.
OPTIONAL: PIPETTE for squirting some more water on your page.
OPTIONAL: Any other materials with which you intend to experiment.
*Most of the supplies listed include afGiliate links. That means that if you choose to
click a link and purchase something, you will support the work I’m doing at Mindful
Art Studio to empower the artist in all of us.
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PREP YOUR MATERIALS AND SPACE: “Mise en Place”
I believe that setting up for your art making is an incredibly important part of the
process. “Mise en place” is a French term meaning setting in place. Cooks use this concept
to prep all of their food and tools ahead of time. It makes cooking more efGicient and less
wasteful. I love using this concept in my art making as well.

Using the mise en place concept, clear your art table of everything but the materials
from the list above. Think through how you will move while you paint, and where your
paints, water, paper towels, and drying art pieces would feel most comfortable. I Gind, for
example, that setting my paints towards the top of my piece is helpful so that I don’t tip
them over onto my painting. I also like having a piece of parchment paper at the top or on
the right of my table where I can carefully set drying pieces. Remember though, the Gluid
paint images will change if you try to move them too much, so it’s preferable to move them
as little as possible until they are slightly set up.
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Making sure that my table is clear, except for the materials I need helps me to feel I
have the space to create, both physically and mentally. Our inner critic is only too happy
to Gind any excuse to get in the way of our art making. I Gind it’s important to not give my
critic any opportunities to discourage me.
In addition, setting your the materials in place creates momentum towards creative
action and keeps you from wasting time and making a mess when you suddenly need a
paper towel for painty hands.
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PREP YOUR MIND AND SPIRIT

(Photo by Ashley Batz in Unsplash)

• Give yourself permission to create and experiment.
• Clear expectations and commit to noticing through the 5 senses while you paint instead
of judging the paintings. Notice how fascinating it is to watch the paints.
Part of what makes Mindful Art Studio classes different is the approach. I truly
believe we are all artists, and that art can be healing for us all if we want it to
be. One of the ways I Gind the most solace through my art making is to approach it
mindfully.
Mindfulness simply means being present in the moment from a nonjudgmental stance. If you are painting mindfully, you might be noticing the smell of
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the paints, the way the colors are crawling across the page, the feel of the bottle in
your hand, and perhaps how your breathing changes depending on what you are
doing with the paints.
It’s not that I only focus on
the process of painting, but
that I leave space for a
dance between a focus on
what I think I want to
create, noticing what I
actually appears before me,
and getting curious about
what I am experiencing in
the process. I Gind that
noticing the process is a key
element in using my art as a
tool for self-care. And
interestingly, the more I let go
of the product, the more my
art improves.
Give the critic permission
to sit back and relax for an
hour.
In order for you to really relax and let loose creatively, your inner critic needs to
know it’s okay to be “off duty” for a bit. Let her know that she can come back later,
but that your creative experiments are just that - experiments. Her expertise in
detecting whether or not you are wasting your time, supplies, or energy are not
needed. You can also tell your critic you don’t need her keen sense of “good art”
and “bad art” to help you avoid making any “mistakes.”
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Further, you can let your inner critic know that there’s no such thing as the art
police. Not one person has ever been arrested for making ugly art. She might need a
little note or reminder on your art table so that if she wakes up from her nap, you
can remind her she is off duty.
Experiment wildly!
When I say experiment wildly, I mean try ALL kinds of different ways to use these
paints. If it feels okay, do something that scares you. This is where the magic
happens. I’ve created a wonderful, printable cheat sheet for you on page 12. Print it
out and keep it on your desk to give you ideas for your painty play.
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TECHNICAL TIPS FOR FLUID PAINTING SUCCESS

These 3 tips will help you have fun with Gluid paint:
• Keep it wet!
• Use runoff paint.
• Flatten pages.
Keep it wet! The whole key to painting with Gluid paint the way I do it is keeping the
paper or board wet with water or white paint so that you use less paint. Your paint
needs a wet surface on which to ;low. If there are dry spots on your page, the paint
won’t Glow there unless there’s a ton of paint, which gets wasteful, in my opinion.
Use Run Off Paint to Create Pressed Images
While I try to waste as little paint as possible, some paint does run off my page or
board as I paint. When this happens, I take scraps of mixed media paper and
press them into the puddles of paint. These pressed pieces have a mixture of the
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colors from the paint puddle that branch and pull in unexpected and lovely ways.
You can see an example of this in the piece below. I also sometimes use my pipette

to suck up the excess paint and put it back in an area of the painting that needs it.
Flatten pages
Because we are getting the paper or board so wet, it can tend to buckle or curl a bit. I
don’t get too worried about this. It will mostly Glatten out, and when it doesn’t, once
it’s dry, I cover it with parchment paper and press it ;lat with heavy books
overnight. That always does the trick for me, and then it’s ready for a second layer
of paint, gel or paint pen, or to be hung on the wall.
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Scrape: Use an old credit card

Overlap: Use a brush to paint

to move waves of paint.

overlapping pictures and patterns.

Press: Put down a few colors

Break Rules: Create images with a

of paint in one puddle and

mix simple illustrations and spilled

then press a wet page on top.

paint.

Layer: Layer paint pen or gel

Dirty Pour: Try a “dirty pour:” Place

pen on top of paint. Layer

paint in a cup in this order: white,

paint on top of gel pen.

blue, deep blue, red. Pour onto a
board, tip and swirl it around!

Resist: Use oil pastels as a

Make a Background: Use a Gluid art

resist - before painting, draw

background for a mixed media piece

pictures, patterns, or words.

with photos, drawings, etc.

Pretend: Pretend you are 3

Work in Extremes: Work big, giant,

years old again, now paint.

tiny, or in a series of coordinating
pieces.

Let go: Paint with closed eyes

Experiment: Paint on gessoed

or the wrong hand.

cardboard or canvas, Yupo paper

Drip: Wet the full page with a

Go Simple: Wet the full page. Make a

brush. Paint the top. Tip it

polka dotted page with regular

and let it drip down.

drops of one color.

Drop: Drop gesso or water

Order: Experiment with the order in

into wet paint.

which you apply your colors.
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TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL
If you are enjoying this process, and want to learn more about Gluid art techniques,
you will love my class, Fluid Art:
•

Create a ;luid art practice that ;its
into your life by working small

•

Make galactic and underwater
inspired tunnel journals full of
layers and depth

•

Learn gorgeous organic drawing
patterns and animal illustrations

•

Write beautiful stories inspired by
your paintings

The class includes:
•

12 lessons and over 7 hours of video

•

Full class PDF with written
instructions and pattern and drawing
skill cheat sheets

•

Access to Amy and a private
Facebook group for questions and
sharing

•

Tons of project ideas and an
inspiration gallery

•

Lifetime access to the class content to
allow you to work at your own pace

Watch the video here:
http://mindfulartstudio.com/Gluid-art/
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MORE ARTSY RESOURCES:
Take my free class:
The Guide to Creative Self-Care
Helpful posts for further creative exploration:
Art Journaling for Anxiety: Dwelling in the Mystery
Art Journaling for Healing: Doodle and De-Stress
How to Start Your Art Journal
Art Journal Magic: Transforming “Ugly” Art Journal Pages
Learn with Mindful Art Studio classes:
Fluid Art
Art Journaling 101
Freeing the Muse
Starting Your Art Journal (e-book)
Are you a part of our community? Please ;ind us here:
Creative Self-Care - Private FB community
Instagram @AmyMaricle
Youtube - Amy Maricle
FB Page- Mindful Art Studio
http://mindfulartstudio.com
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